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Dear Educator,
Welcome to the WE movement. We are so glad that you’ve joined us on our mission to inspire, educate and empower students 
to find their place in the world. Throughout the last two decades, educators have stood by us. With 16,000 schools and groups 
thriving in WE Schools, we are delivering impressive results in academic engagement, life skills and civic engagement. Through 
the WE Schools process of experiential service-learning, students engage in collaborative learning and independent reflection. 
As a result your students will become more engaged in local and global issues.

Our exciting partnership with The Allstate Foundation strengthens this commitment to making our world a better place. 
Together, with Allstate we are exploring the importance of developing positive, healthy relationships. We want to empower 
people to become more self-assured in their choices by understanding how to have healthy relationships.

This classroom resource will help you bring discussions about healthy relationships into your classroom. We believe, along 
with The Allstate Foundation and their partner Break the Cycle, that all students will be better connected to each other and 
their classroom learning when healthy relationships are built through respect for and consideration of individual needs. When 
we have healthy relationships, we will be better equipped to change the world.

When students see themselves reflected in their learning, something magical happens. This resource address the link between 
students’ motivation to learn about themselves and the world around them through engaging activities. These activities explore 
communication styles and healthy relationship characteristics, so that students can manage the dynamics of interpersonal 
relationships.

This is an exciting time to be an educator. Together, we have the power to reignite the fundamental purpose of education: 
moving students to want to learn, preparing them with the life skills to better the world and forge their own paths to success.

Thank you for having the heart and the passion to bring WE into your class. We are honored and encouraged to work with such 
a dedicated and enthusiastic group.

We are stronger together,
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The Four Steps of WE Schools
 Investigate and Learn  
 Students explore topics related to a  
 real-world challenge or opportunity. 

 Action Plan 
 Students develop a plan to implement their  
 service-learning project, including one local 
 and one global action. 

 Take Action 
 Students implement their action plan. 

Setting Students Up For Success: 
In School, the Workplace and Life
WE Schools Introduction: www.WE.org/we-at-school/
we-schools/

Living WE is about improving our lives and our world by 
reaching out to others. It involves focusing less on “me” 
and more on “we”—our communities, our country and 
our world.

Social Emotional Learning: The WE Learning Framework 
is grounded in social emotional learning principles, helping 
students develop the skills to manage their emotions, 
resolve conflict and make responsible decisions.

Global Mindset is the ability to operate comfortably 
across borders, cultures and languages. The WE Schools 
program promotes global mindedness and cultural 
competency amongst student populations during their 
formative years.

Active Citizenship: Students act on their growing 
knowledge by connecting with others in their 
communities, thereby generating interest, further 
research and engagement in local and national causes.

WE Schools 
WE Schools is a unique, step-by-step program that 
challenges young people to identify the local and global 
issues that spark their passion and empowers them with the 
tools to take action. Educators and students work together 
to learn about the world and to take action to create 
meaningful change. Delivered in 16,000 schools and groups 
across North America and the UK, the program provides 
educators and students with curriculum, educational 
resources and a full calendar of campaign ideas.

What Is Experiential 
Learning?
Experiential service-learning is based on a structured 
academic foundation that goes beyond volunteering 
and community service. It’s a practice that engages 
teachers and students with their communities in 
a structured way and allows students to meet 
their learning objectives while addressing their 
community’s needs.

Reflection is a key component of our
experiential service-learning model. Our reflection 
activities direct students’ attention to new 
interpretations of events and provide a lens through 
which service can be studied and interpreted.

1
2
3

4

GlobalLocal

 Report and Celebrate 
 Students present the results of their 
 service-learning initiatives. 

Essential Question: What is experiential service-learning and how can I incorporate it
into my classroom instruction with WE Schools curriculum resources? 

https://www.we.org/we-at-school/we-schools/
https://www.we.org/we-at-school/we-schools/
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Understanding Healthy Relationships Overview
WE Schools recognizes that when students engage with their learning, the achievement gap shrinks and the academic success 
of learning increases. This classroom resource provides teachers with the tools and resources to explore the fundamentals 
of healthy relationship and the effects that relationships have on our lives. Students will explore implications of unhealthy 
relationship habits and compare these to positive habits aimed at increasing levels of self-awareness and confidence in 
relationships. Students will use reflective exercises to understand the application of these skills and strategies to their lives.

► Explore other resources and current campaign offerings at WE.org

Argument 
formation

Information 
literacy

Leadership 
skills

Action 
planning

Research and 
writing

Critical 
thinking

ReflectionOrganization

Our Learning Skills Legend

Rationale
 Understanding Healthy Relationships is designed to 
empower students to take an active role in creating and 
maintaining healthy relationships by engaging in learning 
that addresses the core issues surrounding unhealthy 
relationships. The resource objectives are to:

►  Create a connection with different communication
styles through personal reflection and understanding
relationship types.

►  Inspire local, school-wide action by directing service-
learning projects connected to healthy relationships
and personal wellbeing in a positive way (e.g., joining
forces with local and national organizations, such as
Break The Cycle, that support healthy relationship
development and work against different forms of
relationship abuse).

Assessment For Learning
You know your students best—their learning styles 
and preferences, skill levels and knowledge. You are in 
the best position to anticipate the habits of mind that 
will make this classroom resource successful. Ensure 
a commitment to respectful behavior that is reflective 
of cultural appreciation and sensitivity. 

We are mindful that students in your class are 
at different reading levels, with some designated 
as English Language Learners. Be sensitive to 
students’ needs and continue to provide necessary 
accommodations for students who require additional 
assistance and support. 

The teaching strategies include thinkpair-share, 
collaborative group work, class discussion and 
independent reflection. Strategies to assess learning 
include written reflection, exit tickets, student-
generated discussion and a culminating writing task.

http://WE.org
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Subject(s): 
English Language Arts, Health and Physical Education, 
Social Studies

Grade Level:
Grades 9 to 12

WE Learning Framework Skills: 

Essential Questions:
► What is a healthy relationship?

►  How can we know our wants and needs in a
relationship?

►  How can we develop and maintain healthy
relationships?

Word Bank

Materials and Resources
• Chart paper and markers

• Projector

• Appendix: Classroom Observation Forms

• Blackline Master 1: Types of Relationships

• Blackline Master 2: What's Your Communication Style?

• Blackline Master 3: Communication Style Activity

• Blackline Master 4: Finances in Relationships Scenarios

• Blackline Master 5: Healthy Relationship Grid

Abusive Relationship—a relationship that is extremely disrespectful 
and degrading in which at least one individual feels threatened and 
fearful of another individual. These relationships lack boundaries, trust 
and communication.

Financial Abuse—when the finances in a relationship—or a person’s 
potential to earn or have money—are controlled by one person. 
Examples of financial abuse include: withholding basic needs, using 
money to control behavior, reckless spending and withholding money.

Healthy Relationship—a relationship built on trust, honesty and quality 
communication that includes both boundaries and privacy, and where 
individuals are safe and free from fear

Relationship Boundaries—guidelines for both partners to know each 
other’s wants, goals, fears and limits

Unhealthy Relationship—a relationship in which at least one individual 
lacks trust in the other person and, as a result, there is blame and/or 
guilt in the relationship.

Abusive Relationship, Financial Abuse, Healthy Relationship and Unhealthy 
Relationship are sourced from www.breakthecycle.org.

The definition for Relationship Boundaries is sourced from 
www.loveisrespect.org/healthy-relationships/setting-boundaries/.

http://www.breakthecycle.org
http://www.breakthecycle.org
http://www.loveisrespect.org/healthy-relationships/setting-boundaries/
http://www.loveisrespect.org/healthy-relationships/setting-boundaries/
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Lesson 1:

Healthy Relationships:  
An Extension of Ourselves

Common Core Connections:
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.W.4
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, 
organization and style are appropriate to task, purpose and audience.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.SL.1
Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations 
and collaborations with diverse partners, building on others' ideas 
and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.9-10.4
Present information, findings and supporting evidence clearly, 
concisely and logically such that listeners can follow the line of 
reasoning, and the organization, development, substance and style 
are appropriate to purpose, audience and task.

Suggested Time:
75 minutes

Learning Goals:
Students Will:

•  Understand the importance of developing healthy relationship
habits while recognizing the negative consequences of
unhealthy relationships

•  Demonstrate the ability to advocate for themselves within
relationships

1.

2. Invite student to create small groups. Ask them what they think
of the following statement by Dr. Peter Borten: “Nobody needs 
a relationship, and therefore, there’s nothing a relationship 
provides that is an absolute necessity for a human being.”
Once students have discussed their opinions in their groups,
ask students why they enter into relationships—including
friendships, romantic relationships—and write these answers on
the board (e.g., companionship, affection, inspiration, support,
fun).

3. Explain to students that while they create their needs list it
may help to think of what is important to them, what they
need to feel good about themselves and the interactions
they have with others. Discuss what drawing a line in the
sand means: line in the sand can symbolize the non-physical
boundaries we create. These boundaries include what we
find acceptable in a relationship and what is not acceptable.
These lines in the sand are different for every person and may
change over time.

4. Ask students to respond to the following quote from Joe
Jackson: “You only know what you want when you know what
you don’t.” How do people often learn what they want or don't
want, like or don't like? Explain to students that the way we
view relationships is often based on personal experience from
our own relationships and the relationships around us.

5. In the same groups, ask students to brainstorm types of
experiences that can influence their relationships (e.g.,
childhood events, marriage, divorce, financial stressors,
heartache, reunions and births). Ask students, how do
relationships with family and friends enhance their lives?

6. Explain to students that it is possible to develop healthy
relationship habits, even when you witness unhealthy
relationships and unhealthy behaviors.

7. Inform students that they will learn about different
relationship types: codependent, one-sided, dominant,
appeasing and toxic. Define the terms as a class prior to
providing students with formal definitions.

Extension: Explain to students that there are four 
very basic relationships: friendship, family, romantic 
and professional. Ask students to think of two people 
that they have or have had relationships with in each 
applicable category. Encourage students to consider that 
many individuals do not have a romantic partner and 
that the professional relationships might not be within a 
formal workplace, but might be with a teacher, coach or 
mentor.

Ask students how these relationships can evolve over 
time. (E.g., relationships are often interwoven and may 
grow from and into each other over time. A friendship 
can turn into a romantic relationship. A professional 
relationship can turn into a friendly relationship.) What 
about relationships with people that we don’t like? Or a 
relationship that has ended? What purpose might these 
relationships serve in our lives?

Recommended Assessment Of Learning: Using think-pair-share, 
ask students to define the term “relationship.” Record 
ideas on the front board.

Educator’s Note: Some students may choose to reveal or 
withhold personal stories within the discussion. Make it clear 
to the class that they do not need to share any personal 
information and to only share information they  
are comfortable sharing with the whole class.
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8. Provide each group with the matching exercise Blackline
Master 1: Types of Relationships. This exercise requires
students to match relationship scenarios with the correct
definition of each relationship type. Encourage students to
think about the kind of advice they would provide individuals
involved in the scenarios.

9.

10.

11. Explain to students that while the relationship types they
explored in this lesson were negative in nature, it will
become increasingly easier to distinguish between positive
and negative relationship types. Within their small groups,
ask students to discuss and record three examples of these
relationship characteristics. These characteristics may be:
closeness, shared goals and beliefs, shared experiences,
communication, respect, humor and affection. Discuss
examples as a class.

Extension: If time permits, ask each group to rank these 
relationship characteristics in order of importance to 
them: emotional responsibility, compassion, enjoying 
time together and time apart, a spark that is physical, 
emotional or intellectual (or all three). Engage in class 
discussion about individual preferences.

Extension: Ask students how they might relate the 
concept of “drama” to these relationship types. Note 
that it’s common to refer to relationship “drama” instead 
of referring to the specifics of a potentially abusive 
relationship. Ask students what they think is the danger 
of referring to negative interactions in relationships with 
the blanket term “drama.” Invite students to share their 
opinions with the class.

Recommended Assessment As Learning: Debrief the exercise with 
students. What did they find interesting? What resonated 
with them?

Recommended Assessment Of Learning: Discuss with students 
that only when we know what our needs are can we 
know whether or not they are being met. Ask students to 
write a reflection detailing the qualities they believe are 
most important in their current and future relationships. 
Encourage them to address how they will know their 
needs and wants are being met.
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Lesson 2:

Communication Skills and  
Recognizing Financial Abuse

Common Core Connections: 
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.R.4
Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including 
determining technical, connotative and figurative meanings, and 
analyze how specific word choices shape meaning or tone.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.9-10.3
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events 
using effective technique, well-chosen details and well-structured 
event sequences.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.SL.1
Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations 
and collaborations with diverse partners, building on others' ideas 
and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.SL.2
Integrate and evaluate information presented in diverse media and 
formats, including visually, quantitatively and orally.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.9-10.1c
Propel conversations by posing and responding to questions that 
relate the current discussion to broader themes or larger ideas; 
actively incorporate others into the discussion and clarify, verify or 
challenge ideas and conclusions.

Suggested Time: 
120 minutes 

Learning Goals:
Students Will: 

• Understand the importance of developing healthy
communication skills that can be applied to a variety of
different situations

• Demonstrate the ability to advocate for themselves in
connection to personal finances

Part 1: Effective Communication
1. Explain to students that strong communication skills require

a high level of self-awareness. Understanding our personal
communication styles will help create and maintain positive
relationships.

2.

3. Ask students to guess how many basic communication styles
exist. Record answers and encourage students to try to name
them.

4. Discuss with students that there are four basic communication
styles: aggressive, passive-aggressive, passive and assertive.
Each person has a dominant communication style, but likely uses
a combination of styles as they encounter different situations.
After having reviewed the definitions, ask students to think how
each communication style may be perceived by others.

5.

Extension: Inform students that they can take what 
they’ve learned in this lesson and apply it to their 
everyday lives by practicing one, some, or all of the 
following methods on a regular basis in order to ensure 
that their communication with others is healthy, meaning 
that it is open, trusting and reciprocal:

• Have reasonable expectations: Keep in mind that
your partners and friends can’t read your mind.

• Make sure to speak clearly and be direct.
• Know your feelings: If you feel that something isn't

right, take time to reflect and make your feelings
clear to yourself, before engaging in conversations.

• Be aware of closed communication. Try not to
overgeneralize with “never” or “always" statements.

• Allow others privacy when bringing up sensitive
issues. Don’t embarrass anyone in public by bringing
up sensitive subject matter in front of others, even
friends.

• Use assertive communication techniques. Use “I"
statements.

• Know your relationship needs. Know where and
when you can compromise and what you won’t stand
for. Revisit these non-negotiables on a regular basis
throughout your relationships.

• Be aware of what you put online. Think about the
message that you’re sending and the effect your
online presence has on your relationships—personal
and professional.

• Make time for communication. Set aside time for
talking and listening. Let your partner and friends
know that you value their time.

• Learn to be a good listener. Don’t just nod your head
yes, really listen to what’s being said.

• Don’t be afraid to discuss finances. Share your long-
term financial goals with your partner and friends
and how you intend to meet your goals.

• Use positive reinforcement. While we are often quick
to criticize, a compliment often goes a long way.
Make genuine complimenting a habit.

Recommended Assessment Of Learning: Have students complete 
Blackline Master 2: What’s Your Communication Style? 
Allow students to ask their peers questions for insights 
into how they are perceived by others as communicators. 
Once students have recorded their results, call on a few 
students for their reaction to this self-assessment. Were 
they surprised? 

Watch the following video with the class for additional 
clarification regarding these four different communication 
styles. "The four styles of communication" www.
youtube.com/watch?v=mC5DkqnMVc4 (4:02). 

Next, direct students to move into groups of three to 
five. Ask them to share their thoughts about the video 
and their own communication styles. Have them reflect 
on the diversity of their group’s communication styles 
and to share with the class examples or insights on their 
communication styles.

Recommended Assessment Of Learning: Ask students: “What does 
it mean to be a good communicator?"

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mC5DkqnMVc4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mC5DkqnMVc4
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6.

7.

Part 2 : Recognizing Financial Abuse
8. Explain to students that they will be building on their

knowledge about communication styles by exploring a
subject that most people find extremely difficult to talk about:
money.

9. Ask students when they believe they first began learning
about financial matters. Ask students to describe what
they learned and when. Record key milestones on the board
to show the evolution of their financial education. It may
look like this: Children observe the financial habits of their
parents and caretakers. During adolescence, it becomes
more apparent what others have access to through clothing
and spending money. Even though money affects everyday
situations, it is not a common topic for discussion. Issues
involving money and how it affects relationships are often left
unaddressed, by young people and adults alike.

10. Ask students, why might people avoid talking about money
to romantic partners, family and friends? Why is it a sensitive
subject?

11. Explain to students that finances can be a positive or negative
factor in relationships. In many abusive relationships, money
is used as a means of control. Often victims of abusive
relationships don't realize what is happening until their
finances and credit rating have been jeopardized by the
abusive partner. Financial abuse can be subtle, but it is a
serious offence that can have lasting damage.

12.

13. Discuss what examples of financial abuse may look like,
students may reference personal experience but also
examples from television, movies or literature. While
examples of financial abuse are all around us, they are often
subtle and can easily be missed.

Extension: Invite students to watch the video: "Financial 
Abuse": www.youtube.com/watch?v=j11jDXCkAUk 
(3:23) or "Recognizing Financial Abuse And How To 
Protect Yourself" by CBS Chicago www.youtube.com/
watch?v=9kj1zukCC0A (2:37). Debrief the video. Ask 
students to identify the dangers of financial abuse. Ask 
them how financial abuse is similar to other forms of 
abuse (e.g., emotional, physical). How is it different?

14. For the purpose of this lesson, financial abuse is when the
finances in a relationship—or a person’s potential to earn
or have money—are controlled by one person. Examples of
financial abuse include:

• Withholding basic needs
• Using money to control behavior
• Squandering money and withholding money
• Controlling the money in the relationship
• Stealing from the other person
•  Telling the other person he/she needs to spend time with

you instead of going to work
•  Preventing the other person from going to or finishing

school, which limits his/her ability to earn money, or
admission into college

15.

16. Ask students to form four groups. Provide each group with
Blackline Master 4: Finances In Relationships Scenarios.
Students should read through the scenarios with the group,
share reactions and answer the questions. Review as a class.

17. Tell students, the National Network to End Domestic Violence
www.nnedv.org reports that 98 percent of women who are
physically abused also experience financial abuse. The lack
of independent financial security often acts as a barrier to
leaving the abusive relationship. While the statistic reflects
female victims, this issue is not always gender specific.

18.

Recommended Assessment As Learning: Distribute Blackline 
Master 3: Communication Style Activity. Explain to 
students that for the following scenarios, they will 
identify which style of communication is being used, then 
have them respond as a participant in the scenario in an 
assertive manner. 

Recommended Assessment As Learning: Ask students to 
reflect in their notebooks on what they learned 
about communication styles, and themselves as 
communicators. Instruct students to include insights 
they developed as they participated in the group work. 
Encourage students to provide specific examples.

Recommended Assessment Of Learning: Ask students to write a 
reflection on the importance of communicating about 
finances in relationships. Encourage students to address 
the concept of boundaries as it relates to financial 
matters and budgeting. How might developing and 
practicing healthy financial habits influence the health 
and longevity of relationships?

Recommended Assessment Of Learning: Ask students to think 
critically about each of the scenarios and to answer the 
following questions in small groups:

• Who is the victim in each of the scenarios?
• What are the motivations of the abuser?
• Why might the victim choose to not speak up?
•  What signs did the victims miss that might have

pointed to the negative characteristics of their abuser?
•  How might the current situation escalate in the future

if this type of abuse does not stop?

Recommended Assessment Of Learning: Ask students to devise 
a working definition of financial abuse. Using knowledge 
and insight from the previous lesson, encourage students 
to discuss the concepts of boundaries and respect. Ask 
students to share some healthy ways that couples and 
friends can discuss money matters that reflect respect 
for different opinions and priorities. Note that we all 
approach financial matters in different ways and for 
different reasons. When individuals have clear goals and 
expectations for themselves, speaking openly about money 
matters becomes easier. Educator’s Note: Domestic violence and financial abuse doesn’t 

discriminate. People of all races, genders, religions and income 
levels can be affected. Learn more about how to recognize 
financial abuse and find support at www.purplepurse.com/ 
get-the-facts/about-taf-purple-purse/why-purple-purse.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j11jDXCkAUk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j11jDXCkAUk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j11jDXCkAUk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kj1zukCC0A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kj1zukCC0A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kj1zukCC0A
http://www.purplepurse.com/get-the-facts/about-taf-purple-purse/why-purple-purse
http://www.purplepurse.com/get-the-facts/about-taf-purple-purse/why-purple-purse
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Lesson 3:

Relationships Beyond Words

Common Core Connections:
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.W.4
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, 
organization and style are appropriate to task, purpose and 
audience.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.SL.1
Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations 
and collaborations with diverse partners, building on others' ideas 
and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.9-10.4
Present information, findings and supporting evidence clearly,  
concisely and logically such that listeners can follow the line of 
reasoning, and the organization, development, substance and 
style are appropriate to purpose, audience and task.

Suggested Time:
75 minutes 

Learning Goals:
Students Will:

• Evaluate their approach to interpersonal relationships by
assessing the boundaries that they accept and promote
within their relationships

• Synthesize information about abusive relationships

1.

2. A boundary can be a set of expectations or limits one person
sets to protect themselves as well as others in relationships.
While creating boundaries might sound limiting, they set clear
expectations that allow someone to express themselves in
ways they are comfortable with. By establishing boundaries,
individuals reaffirm what is important to them and what
types of behaviors and interactions they wish to experience
within their relationships.

3. Explain to students that there are four main categories of
boundaries:

• Material—lending or giving money or items
• Time or relational—when you are available and for whom

you are available
• Physical—personal space
• Sexual—knowing your limits

4. Explain to students that boundaries are a way to better
ensure that individuals in relationships are respected.
Boundaries and respect for differences help strengthen
relationships. Issues arise when one person in a relationship
is not willing to respect the other person’s boundaries.
Every person's boundaries will be different and should be
respected.

5. Ask students, if boundaries are not respected, what might
be the consequences for each party in the relationship?
Individuals should be aware that those who cross boundaries
and those who do abuse others often don’t believe in
boundaries and will try to convince victims to stretch their
boundaries or eliminate them. Ask students: why you think an
abuser would feel threatened by a person who is firm in their
boundaries?

6. Have students move into groups of three. Ask them to
brainstorm the benefits of healthy boundaries and provide a
few examples. Share insights with the class.

7. Ask groups: Why might establishing boundaries be difficult.
Why might it be challenging for some individuals to establish
boundaries? E.g., it takes courage and honesty with yourself
and others to know your expectations and limits, you need to
trust the other person, you may feel guilty for standing up for
what you believe in, or you may be afraid to hurt someone’s
feelings.

8.

9. Students can practice establishing boundaries by stating
what they are willing to give or contribute in a relationship.
During boundary formation, encourage students to consider
what will happen if boundaries are not respected. For
example, if you will not tolerate emotionally abusive
language of any kind, you may choose to inform the person
violating this boundary, take a break or leave the relationship
entirely. This process is, and will always be, set to your
personal limits. You may choose to inform the individual
who disrespected your personal boundary using assertive
language while explaining what will happen should the
boundary be crossed again.

10. Explain to students that follow-through is the most important
part of setting and respecting personal boundaries.

Recommended Assessment Of Learning: Draw a large heart 
or circle on the front board. In pairs, ask students to 
think about the characteristics of healthy relationships 
that were previously explored. Encourage students to 
volunteer to write their responses on the front board 
in a list, within the diagram. Now ask students to think 
of the characteristics of unhealthy relationships and 
have volunteers write their answers on the outside of 
the heart or circle. Ask students what the perimeter of 
the shape represents. The goal is for one or more of the 
students to connect the perimeter of the shape with the 
concept of personal boundaries.

Recommended Assessment Of Learning: While in their groups, 
ask students to explore the ways that failure to set 
boundaries can lead to misunderstandings between 
individuals in relationships and may cause conflict. 
Encourage students to think back to the lesson on 
financial abuse and the importance of being true to one’s 
financial goals.
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11. Model what the process of establishing boundaries looks
and sounds like. Pay particular attention to use an assertive
communication style, such as “I” statements to establish
boundaries.

• I feel ________ when you ________ . Please ________ .

• I am willing to ________ . Please do not ________ .

E.g., While I like spending time with you, it’s important for me
to enjoy quality time with my sister. Can you please wait to
contact me until you know that I’m free? I’m willing to share
with you when I’m available to talk, but would appreciate it if
you could respect that time for me.

12. Ask students if they can think of a past or present
relationship that would benefit from clear boundaries. Record
a list of specific boundaries. Change names to protect their
privacy.

13. Discuss with students that even with the best intentions and
boundaries, some individuals still fall prey to abusers who
take advantage of the relationship. All forms of abuse should
be taken seriously. Emotional abuse, as well as physical
abuse, can have life-long consequences for individuals
involved in such relationships. Ignoring problems will intensify
the negative effects and will affect other relationships, often
in a negative way. This is especially true if the abused does
not talk about it, and instead chooses, or is forced to limit
contact with close family and friends.

14. Recommended Assessment Of Learning: Ask students to write a 
reflection detailing what they learned in the lesson that 
includes who they can turn to as S.A.F.E. contacts.

S – Sincere: This is a person who generally cares about 
your personal well-being.

A – Accessible: You are able to contact this person 
quickly by calling or texting.

F – First responder: You are sure that if there were an 
issue, this person would be able to reach you quickly or 
at least connect you with those who can help you.

E – Emergency situations: Is experienced enough 
to recognize situations, especially those within 
relationships, that can be classified as needing 
immediate action. They will protect your personal safety 
and well-being.

Educator’s Note: Highlight local and national resources for 
people in abusive relationships. A well-known supportive 
network is www.loveisrespect.org. It is anonymous and offers 
24/7 text or talk support for victims and survivors.

http://www.loveisrespect.org
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LESSON 4:

Understanding Healthy Relationships 

Common Core Connections:

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.W.2
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey 
complex ideas and information clearly and accurately through the 
effective selection, organization and analysis of content.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.9-10.4
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, 
organization and style are appropriate to task, purpose and 
audience.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.9-10.5
Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, 
editing, rewriting or trying a new approach, focusing on addressing 
what is most significant for a specific purpose and audience.

Suggested Time:
75 minutes

Learning Goals:
Students Will:

• Identify roles and responsibilities within important
relationships in their lives

1.

2. Distribute Blackline Master 5: Healthy Relationship Grid.
Ask students to complete the chart. Once it is completed,
ask students to elaborate on the points in paragraph format,
adding details as necessary. Keep the reflection so it can be
added to and reflected upon for years to come.

3. Invite students to share their work with individuals they have
relationships with and who they feel comfortable sharing this
exercise with.

•  Invite students to share their insights with their current
partners, close friends and family members.

•  Encourage students to challenge their actions on a
regular basis, asking themselves whether or not they
are living up to their own expectations of themselves as
documented in the exercise.

4. Ask the class to reflect on what effect the lessons had
on how they engage in more meaningful and authentic
relationships.

•  How have your partners, friends and family reacted to
your work from this unit?

•  Do you anticipate a change in the way your relationships
will continue and develop as a result of completing these
exercises?

•  How can exercises such as the ones we’ve completed
strengthen relationships?

5. Encourage students to reflect further to understand the
deeper impact and to consider how they can ensure their
efforts have lasting impacts on their lives as well as the
health and longevity of their current and future relationships.

•  How will we ensure that our efforts will continue into the
next week, month and year?

•  How will we continue to seek feedback from others
about additional ways we can show respect through
communication styles toward all community members
regardless of the type of relationship we share with
them?

6. Ask students to consider if their efforts connected to
these lessons are applicable to only high school students.
Is understanding the nature of healthy relationships an
important factor in the personal well-being of individuals
from all age groups? Encourage students to share their
opinions with the class.

Educator’s Note: Before introducing the culminating activity, 
review previous lessons with students. Note that their 
personal experiences and reactions to different people and 
situations shapes who they will become. By now, you’ve 
uncovered needs in a relationship (Lesson 1), acknowledged 
communication styles and their implications (Lesson 2) 
and recognized and practiced setting personal boundaries 
(Lesson 3).

Recommended Assessment Of Learning: On an entry ticket ask 
students how their goals and needs within relationships 
might change and evolve as they grow older and their 
priorities change. For example, their college choices, 
career choices and familial situations might influence 
what they need or want within their relationships.
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Classroom Observation Form 1 Lesson/Activity:

Appendix: Classroom Observation Forms
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Classroom Observation Form 2 Lesson/Activity:

Learning
Outcomes

Student 
Names

Appendix: Classroom Observation Forms
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Blackline Master 1:
Types of Relationships

It’s your friend Andrew’s birthday next Thursday
and you want to organize a surprise party for
him. You call his girlfriend Taylor to let her know
your plans and to see if she wants to help. She
responds that she usually takes a spin class that
night and won’t be able to make it to dinner. You
wonder why she can’t make an exception.

Codependent

You or your partner (or both of you) cannot
function without the other person. You tend to feel
anxious or depressed when you’re not around one
another. You will go above and beyond to keep this
person’s love—like canceling longstanding plans
with a friend.

Draw a line to match the definition on the left with the scenario on the right.

One-sided

You always put yourself ahead of your partner.
You are focused on your academics and activities
and only make time for your partner or friends
when it's convenient for you.

Appeasing

You really want love and friendship and so you’re
willing to make a lot of changes for it. You change
the way you talk, dress, think and socialize for
them. You fake interest in their hobbies.

Dominant

This is someone who controls you. He/she sets all
the rules for the relationship. You can’t see how
ridiculous his/her rules are, such as not being able
to go out with your friends without them or that 
you have stopped talking to some of your friends. 
It’s hard to speak your mind in this relationship.

Toxic

This relationship makes you feel mentally, socially
and sometimes physically exhausted. You seem
to have an extreme attraction toward the other
person, but have drastically different morals,
opinions and goals, so all you do is fight. The highs
are very high while the lows are devastating.

Relationship ScenariosNegative Relationship Types

Alex calls you up at 11 p.m. on a school night 
and asks if you would do him a favor and text 
his girlfriend Emily to see if she replies. He says 
that she could be asleep, but that she usually 
replies, especially since he’s already sent her 10 
messages this past hour. 

a.

b.

Your friend Josh has offered to babysit his friend
Hannah’s cat. The only issue is that he is allergic.
Not only that, he doesn’t want to tell her in case
she gets upset with only a week left until her
vacation. On top of that he’s gone to the store and
purchased all new cat treats and a litter box.

c.

You notice that your friend Shayna used to be
really into track and field, in fact she qualified
for state last year. But this year, she’s dating
someone new and hasn’t signed up for the team.
Rumor has it that her new boyfriend, Daniel,
thinks that taking long walks with him is
better.

d.

Anna shows up to movie night looking like she’s
been crying for hours. You ask her what’s wrong
and she says it’s nothing. You notice that she is
glued to her phone during the movie then she
rushes out halfway through simply saying that
she has to go. After the movie, you run into Anna
and her boyfriend Jeremy at the local restaurant.
You ask Anna if she’s okay and she brushes your
concern off, saying of course.

e.
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Blackline Master 2:
What’s Your Communication Style?

For each option below, place a check mark next to the descriptors that describe your style of communicating MOST of the 
time with MOST people (there will always be exceptions, but think about what is most common for you).

 Passive Style of Communicating Aggressive Style of Communicating

Section 1:

________  You allow others to choose and make 
decisions for you.

________ You are emotionally dishonest.

________ You are indirect and self-denying.

________ You are inhibited.

________  If you get your own way, it is only by chance 
or luck.

________  You feel anxious, ignored, helpless,  
manipulated and angry at yourself.

________  Others view you in interactions as a 
“pushover.”

________  Others accuse you of not knowing what you 
want or how you stand on an issue.

________  One of your underlying beliefs is that you 
should never make someone uncomfortable 

or displeased, except yourself.

________ You have been described as a “people pleaser.”

Section 2:

________ You choose and make decisions for others.

________ You are brutally honest.

________ You are direct and forceful.

________ You are self-enhancing and derogatory.

________  You'll participate in a win-lose situation only 
if you'll win.

________ You demand your own way.

________ You often feel superior, righteous or controlling.

________  Others feel humiliated, defensive, resentful and 
hurt around you.

________  The outcome when interacting with others 
is usually that your goal is achieved. Your  
rights are upheld, but others are violated.

________  Your underlying belief system is that you have 
to put others down to protect yourself.

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110118095356/http:/www.cabe.org.uk/files/the-principles-of-inclusive-design.pdf
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110118095356/http:/www.cabe.org.uk/files/the-principles-of-inclusive-design.pdf
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Results: After you have read through the descriptions, look back through each section and determine in which you have the 
most checkmarks.

Passive-Aggressive Style of Communicating Assertive Style of Communicating

Section 3:

________ You manipulate others to get your way.

________  You tend toward being indirect, but often 
come across as being direct.

________  You are self-enhancing, but not straightforward 
about it.

________  In win-lose situations, you will make the 
opponent look bad or manipulate it so that 
you win.

________  If you don't get your way, you'll make snide 
comments or pout and be the victim.

________  You might feel confused or unclear on how 
you feel, and angry about being uncertain.

________  Others feel confused, frustrated, and not sure 
 who you are or what to expect next from you.

________  Others feel that they need to protect 
themselves from being manipulated by you.

________  One of your underlying beliefs is that you need 
to fight to be heard and respected. If that  
means you need to manipulate, be passive or 
aggressive, so be it.

________  You often use guilt or shame to get others 
to do what you want. 

Section 4:

________ You choose and make decisions for yourself.

________  You are sensitive and caring when you are 
honest with others.

________ You are direct and say what you mean to others.

________  You are self-respecting, self-expressive and 
straightforward.

________  You try to convert win-lose situations to 
win-win situations.

________  You are willing to compromise and negotiate 
fairly.

________  Others around you feel valued and respected in 
interactions with you.

________ Others understand where you stand on issues.

________  You respect your own rights as well as the 
rights of others.

________  You can respect others even if you do not 
necessarily approve of their behavior.

What can you do to become more assertive in your style of communicating? 

Read the descriptors in Section 4 and see if there are areas in your life to which you can apply these components of 
communication.

Formula to improve communication:

I feel _________________ when you _________________ because _________________ and I wish that 
you _________________ .

I feel (name the feeling). 
When you (name the behavior). 
Because (name the reason). 
And I wish that you (name the action you would like to see instead of the current behavior).

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110118095356/http:/www.cabe.org.uk/files/the-principles-of-inclusive-design.pdf
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1..  You have been chosen to lead your group’s science project. While you’re happy to take a leadership role, you also feel 
worried that you are not as smart as the other team members. This makes you wonder about the way they see you, 
after all, you’ve always struggled in your science classes. On your way home from school that day, you bring this up to 
your friend. You just need to vent. Your friend responds by saying, “Hopefully this project doesn’t count for a huge grade, 
otherwise everyone’s class rank is going to drop!”

2..  Your sister just got a new job and you want to do something nice for her, especially since she was let go from her last 
job and has been looking for work for a while. You decide to get tickets for a concert or game they are a fan of with 
money that you saved from your part-time job. When your partner sees the event on your calendar he/she exclaims “In 
what world does spending money on those tickets make sense?! Plus doesn’t it feel weird to spend that kind of money 
on her when you could be taking me out?"

3..  You walk into homeroom where your friend informs you that your ex was talking about how much they missed you, but 
is happy for you. The only issue is that your friend said this in front of your current partner. You know he/she overheard 
this but when he/she confronts you at your locker, you anticipate a bad reaction from them so you tell them that 
you hope that it’s not weird that your friend said that and to think nothing about it when you ask if they are mad your 
partner’s reaction surprises you: “You’re worried about me?! This isn’t mad. You will KNOW when I’m mad!” and then 
storms off.

4..  You just spent all weekend with your friend at their cousin’s house out of state. While there, your friend’s cousin tried 
to pressure you into smoking weed. You refused, while your friend took up the offer. When you got back, you expressed 
how uncomfortable this made you feel to your friend. The day after, your friend seems to completely ignore you.

Blackline Master 3:
Communication Style Activity
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Blackline Master 4:
The 5 Ws

A. Karla has a debit card linked to her bank account. She uses it to keep track of what she spends and finds it easier
than carrying cash. She will occasionally order something online for her boyfriend, Tim. In checking her last
statement, she notices that there was a debit charge for sneakers close to $150. She knew she didn’t make this
purchase, and when she mentioned it to her boyfriend, he said that he had bought them as an early birthday present
for himself and that she should be happy she didn’t have to worry about buying a gift.

B. Sophie is one of the top students in her class and is trying her best to earn good grades so that she can qualify for
a grade-based scholarship. She is in a new relationship that is taking up more time than she is comfortable with.
Her partner constantly asks her to stay up late talking on the phone. She often goes to school tired and is having
difficulty focusing on her school work. Her partner says that their conversations are more important right now.

C. Javier has the opportunity to attend his first choice college in the fall. He’s qualified for a partial scholarship and
is excited about it. He is also nervous to tell his partner of four years given how serious they’ve become. She’s
suggested multiple times that he attend a community college for two years in their hometown to save money and
then they will attend an out-of-state college together when she graduates in two years.

D. Hailey met a boy named Paul at a school dance. Paul convinces Hailey to go to a friend’s party after the dance. She
goes and stays so late that she breaks her curfew and can’t go out the rest of the month, even to her babysitting job.
Because of this, Hailey misses out on the opportunity to see her friends and earn extra money for her fun outings.

E. Lana bought a special dress for an event at her church. She considered it one of her favorite purchases and planned to
wear it to fancy functions. A week after she bought it she lent it to a friend. Unfortunately her friend spilled punch on
it, returned it with a stain and said that the spill was not her fault. She refused to pay for it to be cleaned or replaced.
Lana was left with a hefty dry cleaning bill, a permanently stained dress and no money to replace the dress.

F. Jason comes from a wealthy family and enjoys a generous allowance every week. He is free to choose how he wants
to spend this money and decides to treat his friends with trips to the movies and shopping mall. While each of them
are thankful, they’ve started to notice that Jason is expecting more from them. Jason is surprised that after all he
does for them that they can’t repay him by doing what he wants to do, which doesn’t cost anything. He thinks it’s a
“win-win” situation.

G. Maria has taken on a job on weekends during the school year. She knows it’s a time commitment, but wants to make
the extra money to fund her prom spending and end of year vacation. She asks her boyfriend to help her make phone
calls and hand deliver shipments to her clients saying that the more he helps her, the more time they will have to
spend together. Adam reluctantly agrees, but notices that with his help, her business has actually started to pick up
and that their time together is non-existent. He asks her if he could at least be compensated for some of his help.
She responds that if he’s unhappy about helping her then he should have never agreed to help in the first place and
that she is doing this business for them. He still doesn’t see how that makes sense since all of the money is going to
fund activities and purchases directly tied to her.

H. Tim has just come back from playing video games at his friend’s house. While there, he heard his friend’s parents
arguing about something. His friend, Alex, sensed that his friend was a bit uncomfortable and decided to tell him
that his parents were arguing about money and that it’s a normal everyday thing. Since his dad demanded that his
mom quit her nursing job to stay at home and be around the house more, he’s making Alex and his mom keep track
of every penny they spend. Alex admits to Tim that he’s afraid when he forgets the receipts. He then assures Tim
that it’ll probably just make him better with money when he is older.
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Blackline Master 5:
Healthy Relationship Grid

Complete this chart, with information for others who are in or may become involved in relationships with you. You may write 
it in paragraph or point-form and keep it somewhere safe so you can add to it and reflect upon it in the future.

I Am I Am Not

I Do Not WantI Want

I Will NotI Will




